School Leadership Team Meeting: October 24, 2018
Wednesday, October 24, 2018 at 2:30pm in the Media Center
Recording Secretary: Lauren Schultz
Attendance: L. Schultz, J. Sutton, G. Wasserman, M. McLean, T. Babulski, K. Hoyt, D. Masters, R.
Frierson, T. Woods, B. Williamson, L. Yarborough, V. Singleton, C. Bourne-Hayes, T. Hunter-McKoy, A.
Church, T. Struve, M. Moore, R. Paterson, Q. Simmons, M. Stallsworth, C. Hall, J. Jenkins
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Overview of Meeting Purpose:
○ This is a combined meeting of our SLT, PBIS and EOS teams. The goal is to make sure
that all of these groups are working together towards fulfillment of our SIP goals.
PBIS & EOS Overview:
○ Kristen Hoyt went over the general purpose of PBIS and EOS and how those work
together to support the goals of our SIP. PBIS will focus on behavior and EOS will focus
on academics.
○ Main goal of EOS is to gain a more representative group in higher level classes. For
SLT, EOS will also look at academics in general in addition to enrollment in higher level
classes. We will see more updated information regarding EOS over the next 4 weeks as
the surveys are processed. EOS will provide us with a student information sheet for each
student that took the survey that will show an indication of a growth mindset and we will
be able to see in their own words what kids want their teachers to know about them; this
will provide us with great information regarding what student learning needs are.
○ PBIS had a great roll-out at the beginning of the year but has fallen off track.
Committee Break-Out:
○ Melissa Moore and Randolph Frierson head the PBIS Committee; Kristen Hoyt and
Lauren Schultz head the EOS Committee.
○ Members were given the opportunity to select their choice committee: PBIS & EOS.
○ The tasks for each committee are:
■ Goals of the committee
■ Review and interpret data
■ Set meeting days and time
■ Select representative to present at SLT
○ EOS Share-Out: Lauren Schultz shared out about data between the relationship
between student failures, attendance, literacy, discipline. 86% of freshmen are failing
one or more class. We would like to see more specific data related to the relationship
between these cross sections of data to figure out how we can address it in a more
targeted way.
○ PBIS Share-Out: Melissa Moore shared about the goals of what PBIS is meant to
accomplish. They would like to be PBIS model school by creating a good culture in the
school, which would work towards our goals; if students want to be in the school, we will
see more academic progress. We need more buy-in and training for staff, which is our
school's largest obstacle.
SLT PD Committee: Chair - Schultz; Members- Bourne-Hayes, Singleton & Moore
Minutes were approved from previous meeting.
Meeting ended at 3:30pm.

